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The recession that began in March 2020, triggered
by COVID-19, was short and steep. Real (inflationadjusted) gross domestic product (GDP) collapsed
at a record 31.4% annual pace in the second quarter
2020 only to recover at a record 33.4% annual rate in
the third quarter 2020. By the fourth quarter 2020,
the pace of recovery had slowed substantially as the
pandemic worsened again. And by the end of the year,
GDP was 2.5% below its Q4-2019 peak.
Employment, a key driver of space demand, was also
on a roller coaster in 2020 as the economy:
• Shed more than 22 million jobs in March and April
of 2020;
• Added 12.5 million jobs back in from May through
November; and
• Lost another 140,000 jobs in December as COVIDdriven shutdowns led to a decline in employment
of approximately 500,000 jobs in the leisure and
hospitality sector (other sectors experienced
modest employment gains in the month).
As of December 2020, payroll employment was 9.8
million jobs below its pre-recession peak and layoffs
remain elevated, indicating that labor markets are
still stressed.
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IMPROVED OUTLOOK FOR 2021

Two developments in Q4 2020 have led to a more
upbeat outlook for 2021: the approval and distribution
of effective vaccines, and the installment of a new
Administration and Congress, which is expected to
lead to approximately $1.9 trillion in fiscal stimulus in
the first quarter of 2021. As more of the population
is inoculated and the stimulus works its way into the
economy, confidence is expected to rise leading to
a surge in spending as consumers will resume many
of the activities that they had to curtail last year
(e.g., restaurants, movies, travel, etc.). We expect the
recovery in the U.S. to continue through 2021, with
strength backloaded in the second half of the year.
The forecast for North American industrial absorption
from 2021 to 2022 is anticipated to be healthy at
481.3 million square feet (msf), but new supply has
surpassed demand two years in a row and this trend
is expected to continue over the next two years with
new deliveries projected to reach 697.3 msf from 2021
to 2022. However, the North America vacancy rate is
forecast to remain low, settling in at 6.2% by year-end
2022, which is on par with the 10-year average of 6%.

The economic recovery, progress in global trade,
and the accelerated build-out of e-commerce and
3PL last-mile facilities, fulfilment centers, and bulk
warehouses will reinforce demand for industrial space.
For the eighth consecutive year, net absorption
in the U.S. will exceed 200 msf and we anticipate
this trend to continue through 2021. Demand in the
North American industrial market is geographically
dispersed, especially throughout the United States.
The top 10 markets include at least one market from
each of the four Census regions traced in the U.S.
industrial market (Northeast, Midwest, South and
West). At the number one spot with 47 msf of positive
absorption through 2022 is the Dallas/Ft. Worth
market which experienced significant growth over the
past decade of expansion, outpacing the other three
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top markets: Chicago, Atlanta and the Inland Empire.
Cushman & Wakefield’s Valuation & Advisory
Industrial Practice Group (IPG) periodically surveys
investors regarding their decision-making process
in selecting overall capitalization rates. The process
involves a myriad of factors, but primarily includes:
analysis of the physical aspects by asset quality (Class
A, B or C) and location; assessment of risks associated
with current market conditions and tenancies; and a
forecast of future trends driven by changing demand
indicators. For our Spring 2021 edition of What’s Next
for Industrial Investors, we interviewed representatives
from some of the nation’s most prominent institutional
buyers and sellers of industrial assets, including
Cushman & Wakefield’s Industrial Capital Markets,
Industrial Services and Industrial Research Groups.

PHYSICAL CRITERIA/LOCATION

These participants, typical for the market, focus
on the type (Class A, B and C) and location of an
industrial asset prior to selecting an appropriate
overall capitalization rate. While the criteria relative to
defining the asset type may vary, most agree on the
following, as defined by CoStar Group Inc.:
• CLASS A INDUSTRIAL: Class A buildings generally
qualify as desirable investment-grade properties
that command the highest rents or sale prices
compared to other buildings in the same market.
Such buildings are well located and provide
efficient tenant layouts as well as high-quality, and
in some buildings, one-of-a-kind floor plans. These
buildings contain the best quality materials and
workmanship in their trim and interior fittings.
• CLASS B INDUSTRIAL: Buildings in this category
command lower rents or sale prices compared to
Class A properties. Such buildings offer utilitarian
space without special features, and have ordinary
design or, if new or fairly new, good to excellent
design. These buildings typically have average to
good maintenance, management, and tenants. They
are less appealing to tenants than Class A properties,
and may be inferior in a number of respects,
including floor plans, condition, and facilities.
• CLASS C INDUSTRIAL: These structures generally
qualify as no-frills, older buildings that offer basic
space and command lower rents, or sale prices
compared to other buildings in the market. Such
buildings typically have below-average maintenance
and management, and could have mixed or low
tenant prestige, low clear ceiling heights, and/or
inferior mechanical/electrical systems.

Source: Cushman & Wakefield Research
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RISK FACTORS/MARKET 		
CONDITIONS/TENANCIES

Although the above criteria are of primary focus, the
participants also identified the following risk factors
influencing their purchasing decisions:
• Overall vacancy and strengths/weaknesses of the
local market, occupancy and near-term rollover
• Potential for market rent increases and/or
decreases and competing buildings in the area
• Readily available developable land for
potential competition
• The functionality of the asset (clear ceiling height,
layout, design, ratio of office to total warehouse
space, lighting, adequacy of parking and truck
storage, truck turning radius), as well as the age
and condition of the asset, including the roof
structure and parking areas
• Access to major transportation linkages (interstate,
rail, port access, etc.)
• Creditworthiness of the tenant(s) and contractual
rent in place in relationship to market rent levels
(above/below market)
• Replacement cost relative to purchase price and
feasibility of new construction
In addition to the above, investors are far more
attuned to addressing the needs of the end-users/
occupiers who want facilities that are more efficient
to operate and offer the ability to ship product faster.
Some key observations regarding the current state of
the U.S. Market are as follows:
E-COMMERCE: The industrial market has expanded
during COVID-19 more than any other cycle because
the high volume of goods/products being sold online
need to be stored outside of the traditional brick
and mortar retail stores. Whether for convenience
or safety reasons, customers are demanding goods/
products be shipped directly to them, bypassing
the traditional retail locations and middlemen, going
straight from business to consumer (B2C). According
to the United States Department of Commerce,
e-commerce sales grew 40% from 2019 to year-end
2020, and according to the Statista Digital Market
Outlook, e-commerce market projections are forecast
to increase nearly 10% more in 2021. With this level of
growth, the need for logistics space will remain strong
throughout 2021. By 2024, U.S. e-commerce sales are
expected to account for 19.2% of total retail sales,
which is over 8% more than the year-end 2019 of 11%,
according to Statista. With continued growth in the
forecast for goods/products, more logistics space will
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be required to meet customer demands; thus, more
inventory will be necessary in more locations (both
for large box warehousing and last mile infill) to reach
consumers faster. To ensure faster and more efficient
consumer deliveries, businesses must continue to
be strategic with their supply chains when it comes
to size and location of their warehouses. Moving
forward, e-commerce will continue to be a key driver
in the amount of industrial space absorbed in the U.S.
Market, accounting for approximately 30% to 40% by
year-end 2021 and into 2022.
LOGISTICS: Efficiency in the transformation and
distribution of goods from raw material to final market
sourcing continues to be the driving force relative
to site selection. Location strategy and availability
of sufficient labor are more critical than ever. With
increased competition worldwide and greater need
for space than ever before, end-users/occupiers are
becoming more innovative and cost conscious prior to
final site selection. According to the State of Logistics
Report June 2020, published by the Council of Supply
Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP), the United
States Business Logistics Costs (USBLC) rose 0.6%
to reach $1.63 trillion, or 7.6% of 2019’s $21.43 trillion
GDP. Also, according to the 31st Annual State of
Logistics report, warehouse labor—50% or more of
warehouse operating costs—remains difficult to find
and increasingly expensive with the average hourly
wage for logistics employees higher than the national
average. The average hourly wage rate for logistics
employees, however, is still lower than comparable
industries, which is leading to a labor shortage. The
State of Logistics report also revealed that the thirdparty logistics (3PL) segment was tested during
the pandemic and is expected to have increased
demand specifically in the domestic transportation
and warehousing segments. Net revenues are
expected to post a 0.7% increase in 2020, according
to Armstrong & Associates. Gross revenues in 2021
are projected to rise by low- to mid-single-digit levels
as the U.S. economy “gets back to growth” this year,
and the 2022 outlook looks better still. The main
risk to Armstrong’s full-year projections would be a
return to widespread economic lockdowns, a scenario
unlikely to materialize. The industries with the largest
proportion of outsourced logistics operations are
e-commerce, high tech, retail, and food and groceries.
ACCESS TO MAJOR PORT CITES: Access to
major deep-water ports is as critical as ever to the
manufacturing and distribution sectors. Maritime
transport is essential to the world’s economy as over
90% of the world’s trade is carried by sea, which is

by far the most cost-effective way to move mass
amounts of goods and raw materials globally. The
East Coast gateways fared somewhat better than the
Pacific Coast ports during the pandemic-stricken first
half of 2020. As a result, the steady coastal share gain
by the Eastern ports continued; a trend effectively
constant over the past decade. This partly reflects the
fact that a high share of West Coast cargo volume
comes from China—the trade lane that was most
impacted by the coronavirus. The balance stands
at 46% for the Eastern ports at the halfway mark in
2020, up from just 36% in 2010. U.S. importers are
currently seeking to diversify sourcing away from
China. Vietnam and other Southeast Asian countries
are the main beneficiaries of this shift. The declining
U.S. imports of containerized products from China has
been notable, particularly during 2019 and 2020—due
to tariffs, the pandemic and a general deterioration
in U.S.-China relations. This sourcing shift will affect
the relative advantage of U.S. port gateways. Ships
can travel efficiently from East Asia origins such as
Shanghai, Korea and Japan directly to the U.S. West
Coast and to East Coast ports via the Panama Canal.
For origins from Hong Kong south—e.g., Vietnam,
Singapore, Indonesia and the Indian Subcontinent—

the distance is greater to the U.S. West Coast, shifting
the coastal advantage slightly toward East Coast
ports. The shorter route from Southeast Asia to the
East Coast transits via the Suez Canal rather than
Panama. Thus, as Asian sourcing shifts to the south,
the U.S. East Coast will be increasingly favored. As a
result, ports in New York, closer to the Mediterranean,
may gain volume to the Midwest at the expense of
Southern ports such as Savannah.
INLAND PORT CITIES: Multi-modal facilities paired
with distribution centers located far from the sea
have sprung up around the United States, particularly
over the past decade. Recent growth is tied to the
extension of international transport efficiencies
generated by containerized cargo shipments to
landlocked points. This reflects, most simply, the vast
size of the landlocked American interior—two-thirds
of the nation’s 50 largest cities are located away
from the sea. These inland ports are at various stages
of development. Some have evolved as extensive
logistics hubs that combine warehousing (often with
a foreign-trade zone designation) and distribution
with rail intermodal, truck, barge, and in some cases,
air freight operations. Those markets in the U.S. that
serve as critical links in global supply
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chains by efficiently and effectively moving cargo
from maritime ports inland for distribution throughout
the U.S. will continue to perform well. Inland port
cities are critical to the completion of the supplychain cycle, as shippers are looking to locate their
distribution centers in close proximity to their end
markets and reduce long-haul trucking costs by using
intermodal rail. Markets with sufficient infrastructure
and rail connectivity—like Chicago, Dallas/Fort Worth,
Southern California (Inland Empire), Kansas City, and
Columbus—serve as essential distribution nodes for
many industrial occupiers. Collectively, these markets
are forecast to increase their existing supply of
industrial space by 132.9 million square feet (msf) by
year-end 2022.
ACCESS TO RAIL NETWORKS: United States rail
carload and intermodal volumes saw annual declines
in 2020, according to data issued this week by the
Association of American Railroads (AAR). Following
a 4.9% annual decrease for carloads in 2019 (to
12,992,404), 2020 carloads, which were significantly
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, fell another
12.9% to 11,482,059. Intermodal containers and trailers
fell 1.8%, or 255,634 units, to 13,675,417, from 2019
to 2020, even though volumes saw strong growth
over the second half of the year. Total 2020 U.S. rail
carload and intermodal volumes (25,157,476) were
off 7.2% annually. Intermodal Association of North
America (IANA) reported that volumes within the
seven highest-density trade corridors were up 1.9%,
with Midwest-Southwest and the Northeast-Midwest
corridors up 6.6% and the South Central-Southwest
corridor up by 4.9%. The other four corridors
showed year-over-year decreases. As reported in
IANA’s Intermodal Quarterly for the third quarter
2020, intermodal volumes are expected to rise at a
moderate pace in the fourth quarter, with domestic
containers potentially rising somewhere between
2% and 4%. The most successful inland intermodal
facilities are typically located near major population
centers (such as Atlanta) or at the crossroads
of multiple rail carriers (such as Kansas City or
Memphis), with the largest and most active locations
having both attributes (Chicago, Dallas). These
locations are convenient to interstate highways for
trucking access and are often located outside the city
center to benefit from lower-priced land (e.g., Joliet,
Chicago, Alliance, Fort Worth). The space required
from an intermodal ramp varies from as little as 40
acres (e.g., the terminal in Jackson, MS is 47 acres;
the initial footprint for the Greer, SC inland port
was 38 acres) to close to 800 acres for each of the
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Joliet, IL intermodal ramps. Logistics activities such
as warehousing, transloading, cross-docking, light
assembly and packaging are typically conducted near
intermodal ramps; together these transform the areas
into true logistics hubs.
ENERGY COSTS: Energy continues to be at the top
of the end-users/occupiers list, as manufacturers and
distributors try to find ways to reduce operating costs.
Forecasting energy costs remains challenging due
to the volatility in oil and gas prices. The U.S. Energy
Information Administration (EIA) reported that U.S.
regular gasoline retail prices averaged $2.18 per gallon
(gal) in 2020, compared with an average of $2.60/gal
in 2019. EIA forecasts motor gasoline prices to average
$2.40/gal in 2021 and $2.42/gal in 2022. U.S. diesel
fuel prices averaged $2.55/gal in 2020, compared with
$3.06/gal in 2019, and EIA forecasts them to average
$2.71/gal in 2021 and $2.74/gal in 2022.

OUTLOOK

On March 11, 2020 when the World Health
Organization (WHO) declared the novel coronavirus
(COVID-19) outbreak a global pandemic, economies
around the world faced significant headwinds as
seen by the severe drop in demand especially for
traditional retail, hospitality and entertainment sectors
of the market. The industrial sector, however, emerged
as one of the preferred and most sought-after asset
classes, as e-commerce and online buying became
the driving force for customers demanding door-step
deliveries of goods, products and groceries. In fact,
according to Cushman & Wakefield Research Services,
rent levels continued to rise in 2020, absorption kept
pace with new deliveries, and the year-end 2020
overall industrial vacancy rate settled in a 5.2%; still
at historical lows. Even during the height of the
pandemic, asking rents jumped 2.74% mid-year 2020.
The demand for industrial assets is expected to
remain strong for 2021 and into 2022.
Investors have identified several top U.S. markets
that are expected to command premium pricing for
Class A product, which include Southern CA (Inland
Empire), New Jersey, Southern Florida (Miami),
Seattle and Dallas markets. Chicago and Atlanta
were also noted, but to a lesser extent. In addition,
high population growth and infill markets such as
Columbus, Charlotte, Denver, Indianapolis, Louisville,
Memphis, Nashville, Salt Lake City, and Phoenix are
appearing on investors’ radar screens as opportunities
since higher yields are expected in these markets
compared to the traditional U.S. port locations.

FINAL RESULTS – SPRING 2021

The results of our investor survey (overall capitalization rates), conducted in Spring 2021, were provided by
representatives of some of the largest institutional/pension fund buyers and sellers of industrial assets nationally.
They are presented as follows:
INDUSTRIAL OVERALL CAPITALIZATION RATES - COMPARISON ANALYSIS SPRING 2021

Class A

Spring 2021

Spring 2020

Spring 2019

Spring 2018

Spring 2017

3.25%-5.50%

3.75%-6.00%

3.75%-6.50%

3.75%-6.50%

4.00%-6.50%

4.22%

4.55%

4.65%

4.81%

4.86%

4.00%-7.00%

4.00%-7.50%

4.25%-8.00%

4.25%-8.50%

5.00%-8.75%

5.14%

5.72%

5.97%

6.25%

6.36%

5.00%-9.00%

6.00%-9.00%

7.00%-10.00%

7.00%-10.00%

7.00%-12.00%

6.57%

7.46%

8.06%

8.43%

8.71%

Range
Average
Class B
Range
Average

Class C
Range
Average

12-Mth
Change
(BPS)*

24-Mth
Change
(BPS)*

36-Mth
Change
(BPS)*

48-Mth
Change
(BPS)*

-0.33

-0.43

-0.59

-0.62

-0.58

-0.83

-1.11

-1.22

-0.69

-1.49

-1.86

-2.12

Note: The lower end of the range reflects Class A assets with long-term credit tenants located in Southern CA (Inland Empire), New Jersey,
Southern Florida (Miami), Seattle and Dallas markets. Predominantly U.S. Port Cities
* Ending Spring 2021
Compiled by Cushman & Wakefield’s Valuation & Advisory Industrial Practice Group (PG).

The results of our survey over the previous five-year
period is graphically presented as follows:
INDUSTRIAL OVERALL CAPITALIZATION RATES
COMPARISON ANALYSIS SPRING 2021
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Based on the Spring 2021 results, overall capitalization
rates range widely by asset class, indicating nearly
a 90 basis point (bps) differential between Class A
and B industrial product and a 235 bps difference
between Class A and C industrial facilities. Overall
rates for Class C properties are 143 bps higher than
Class B industrial product. Due to the lack of available
and higher priced Class A product, investors are now
targeting Class B and, in some cases, Class C product,
seeking higher yields/returns—especially from those
assets located near populated urban areas. Product
close to urban areas has become the driver in order to
reduce shipping and, more importantly, delivery times.
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Source: Cushman & Wakefield’s Valuation & Advisory Industrial
Practice Group (IPG)

The current survey indicates that average
capitalization rates for Class A assets decreased
by -33 bps, with even greater reductions indicated
for Class B and C assets of -58 bps and -89 bps,
respectively, since Spring 2020. There is strong
demand for Class A assets located in core U.S.
markets, but over the last five years, while cap rates
significantly decreased, Class A rates have begun
to stabilize. Little if any additional compression is
expected for the remainder of 2021 and into 2022,
with investors closely monitoring interest rates and 10year Treasury yield rates. More notably, cap rates for
Class B and C assets indicate the largest decreases,
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as investors are targeting more Class B product in
order to capture higher yields/returns than the higher
priced Class A assets. While Class C product has seen
the largest decrease, this product type still has far less
demand, unless located near populated urban areas
(last mile solution) where vacant land available for
new construction is effectively nonexistent.
Overall, it appears that investors remain aggressive,
but pricing and overall rates are expected to stabilize
for the remainder of 2021 and into 2022, especially for
Class A product. However, Class A properties located
in the top U.S. Markets such as Southern CA (Inland
Empire), New Jersey, Southern Florida (Miami),
Seattle and Dallas will continue to command the most
aggressive overall rates—predominately U.S. port
cities aside from Dallas.
AMAZON AND FEDEX
As 2021 begins to take shape, the planning and
market foresight of both Amazon and FedEx have
had a positive effect on the U.S. industrial market.
Both companies have ramped up operations to meet
customer demand, as online shopping continues
its upward trend. Same day delivery has become
the standard.
2019 was a pivotal year for Amazon when it
announced plans to shift its free two-day shipping
program for Prime members to one-day, speeding
up delivery times. Little did the company know
how advantageous this program would be during
a pandemic with consumers ordering online more
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than ever. To make this all possible, Amazon had
constructed a huge network of warehouses over
the years to shore up its logistics capabilities and
speed delivery—and 2020 was no exception. To date,
these have been largely single-story structures in
less populated areas, with a few exceptions in highly
dense cities with limited infill availability. The tech
giant is now pivoting, building out warehouses close
to congested urban areas to further reduce delivery
times. Transitioning from storing all products in one
huge warehouse to maintaining several warehouses
around the U.S., conveniently located next to major
U.S. cities, has proven to be a smart and very
profitable move for the company.
FedEx is also revamping a portion of its overnight
divisions operation in order to increase profits and
keep up with high residential e-commerce demand.
According to FedEx CEO Fred Smith, the flood of
residential packaging from online shopping can be more
expensive to handle and having “Express” hand off less
time-sensitive parcels to its ground unit for final delivery
will reduce duplication of drivers and ultimatley the
number of packages delivered to each stop. According
to COO Raj Subramaniam, this move is an effort to make
costly last-mile deliveries more efficient.

COVID-19 IMPACT

As the world faces another year of COVID-19, eyes
will be on policy developments—fiscal, monetary and
trade—as well as on the medical industry and health
of the consumer, the key pillar of the economic engine

moving forward. Both global and North American
economic growth moderated in 2020, and there is
still uncertainty expected in 2021. In general, tight
labor markets are good news for consumers. Wage
growth—all employees increased 3.7% from December
2019 to December 2020 in the U.S.—bodes well
for consumer spending. In the coming years, real
consumer spending in the U.S. is likely to moderate
slightly to a 2.5% to 3% growth rate range.
Consequently, the need for warehousing and
distribution space will only increase in the near-term.
Net absorption will eclipse 200 msf in 2021 and is
expected to track at or just below 200 msf in 2022.
Developers will continue to exercise caution, with
deliveries continuing to outpace demand, which will
allow the record tight vacancy rates to reach the mid
to high 5% range in the next couple of years. Growth
in asking rents will soften slightly, but rents will
continue to increase.

FINAL OBSERVATIONS

Investors continue to see strong demand for industrial
assets. However, with the limited availability and
higher priced Class A assets, investors are seeking
Class B assets and second tier (growth population
areas) locations seeking higher yield. Last mile
locations are still preferred in order to keep pace with
the growing e-commerce customer base.
Some general observations:
• Assets with long-term leases with credit are in the
highest demand and command the most aggressive
pricing, especially in the core U.S. Markets.
• Class B and, in some cases, Class C assets in
secondary/tertiary locations are in demand with
investors seeking higher yields.
• For the most part, industrial assets are
being purchased at higher prices than preCOVID-19 pricing.
• Deals are moving forward with plenty of dry
powder available to close.
• Fortunately, “the U.S. Industrial Market is not
overbuilt as was the case during the 2008
credit crisis.”
• Solid rent growth is anticipated for the remainder
of 2021 and into 2022.
• Manufacturers are increasing their depleted
Inventories as supply chains continue to ramp up.
• Supply chains are moving forward and will lead to
more e-commerce online shipping, especially in
light of the fact that retail stores, shopping centers

and regional malls are being financially impacted.
• Leasing activity is moving forward, with only
moderate rent delinquencies.
• Possible tariffs on oil and pharmaceutical imports
should boost the manufacturing sector especially
since far more manufacturing is expected to return
to the U.S. rather than Asia.
• No major concerns or foreseeable rising interest
rates to materially affect pricing.
• Logistics, food and beverage, cold storage and
Bio Tech/Pharmaceutical assets are the preferred
asset classes. However, e-commerce is clearly
driving the demand as online shopping continues
to accelerate.
• Fundamentals are in-place supporting a solid 2021
industrial outlook.
The above observations/comments are all subject
to the strength of the local market, and more
importantly, the creditworthiness of the existing
tenancy and term.
With a strong infrastructure in place in most U.S.
markets, vacancy rates still at historical lows, and
the availability of natural resources, the long-term
investment outlook for the national industrial market
is positive. And seaport cities and major logistics hubs
are expected to remain the strongest performers,
especially as e-commerce continues to expand in
order to satisfy customer demand.
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ABOUT CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD
Cushman & Wakefield (NYSE: CWK) is a leading global real estate services firm that delivers exceptional value for real
estate occupiers and owners. Cushman & Wakefield is among the largest real estate services firms with approximately
50,000 employees in over 400 offices and 60 countries. In 2020, the firm had revenue of $7.8 billion across core services
of property, facilities and project management, leasing, capital markets, valuation and other services. To learn more, visit
www.cushmanwakefield.com or follow @CushWake on Twitter.
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